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Medal Day
Weekend 2007
this year, medal Day was more 

than a day; it was, thanks to the 
occasion of the Colony’s Centennial, a 
weekend of unforgettable moments. 
 beginning on friday, august 10th, 
the Colony kicked off the weekend 
underneath bright stars and inside
a warmly illuminated and 
oversized tent (capacity 2,000 
people). the dinner, toasts, and 
reunion of many who had come 
to partake in the festivities were 
followed by Saturday’s twilight 
performance, the fi rst stage of 
Landlines, an installation 
created by Anna	schuleit and
a group of more than 200 
volunteers. Landlines, a year
in the making, had been 
designed to “violate 
macDowell’s trademark privacy in 
order to bridge the inside to the 
outside, to lift the boundaries between 
the Colony’s walls and those beyond.” 
on a stage set before darkening 
pines and lit by spotlights and two 
screens casting imagery, Landlines 
began fi rst with a performance by
10 teams of artists and students who 
had worked to capture each decade 
of macDowell’s 100 years. each 
discipline was represented through 

the work of renowned Colony artists 
(James	Baldwin, milton	Avery, and 
others) and those of potential new 
ones. the students sang, performed 
puppetry, created a suspense fi lm, 
danced, and improvised on saxophone. 
all this was capped off by an excursion 

into the macDowell woodland, where 
100 telephones — hooked up by 
thousands of feet of cable — rang, 
linking the vast macDowell network 
around the world with the place it all 
began. 
 and, of course, we didn’t forget 
the cake! or, rather, cakes. one 
hundred individual delights were 
quilted together to form a confection 
of Centennial proportions. for all 
who had worked up an appetite from 

chatting on the phones, the 
macDowell “gateaux” awaited in the 
amphitheatre. With the storied view 
of mount monadnock as its backdrop, 
the night became even sweeter.
 Sunday — medal Day proper — 
the phones rang again, but not 

before more than 2,000 visitors 
enjoyed a moving tribute to 
documentary fi lmmaker les 
blank by equally acclaimed 
fi lmmaker fred Wiseman. With 
their speeches taking on an even 
greater signifi cance this year, 
macDowell’s yearlong theme of 
giving artists “freedom to create” 
could later be seen in every studio 
opened to the public. 
 it is hard to capture in two 
dimensions what transpired at

a very multidimensional medal Day 
weekend. but in the following pages, 
you can get a feel by reading the 
speeches of les blank and fred 
Wiseman, taking in the imagery 
from Landlines, and hearing from 
some of those who participated. 
as with the entire Centennial year, 
medal Day weekend was really an 
accumulation of many shared 
moments yielding a memory likely
to outlast any single one. 
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PreSeNtatioN SPeaker	
Fred	Wiseman
I	am	pleased	to	be	here	and	
participate	in	the	100th	
anniversary	of	macdowell	and	
to	join	the	ceremony	honoring	
les	Blank	and	his	films.	

Les is a skilled, adventurous, compassionate 
independent filmmaker. I admire his talent and 
his perseverance. It is not easy to reach his level of 
achievement and accomplishment. I will briefly 
try to explain why.

To make his films and give expression to exactly 
what he wants to say and in the form he chooses 
requires qualities in addition to imagination and 
technical skills. The words stubborn, obsessed, 
and tough come to mind. The independent 
filmmaker has to navigate many rocky passages. 
He has to work hard to get money, write proposals 
for films that exist only in his head (and then only 
in incomplete and perhaps inchoate form) — 
proposals that he knows may have little relation to 
the final film but will help the funders in 
foundations and networks decide to award the 
grant or contract that make the film possible. 

Sometimes the people who control the money 
know something about filmmaking; often they do 
not. Some have a real interest in assisting the 
filmmaker; others are more concerned with their 
place in the arts bureaucracy. The independent 
filmmaker must be informed about the internal 
politics of the granting organizations. Often 
grantors with no knowledge or experience will  
try to impose their mark on the film because of 
either an internal organizational political agenda, 
an ideological or social goal, or as an exercise in 
power.

When filmmakers meet, their talk is not about 
the aesthetics of filmmaking (assuming such a 
thing exists) but about money and distribution. 
Boring but necessary exchanges. Unlike people 
working in other forms, filmmakers need more 
money to do their work than novelists, poets, 
painters, and many other artists. However, unlike 
Hollywood filmmakers, independents do not 
need a lot of money. Production costs, which may 
range from $20 to $50,000, are puny and are not 
even the cost of lunch for a Hollywood movie 
production. Money is nevertheless hard to find, 

and once the film is finished it is difficult to 
arrange distribution and to get paid by the 
distributors.

Despite these real obstacles it is very fashionable 
now to want to make movies. When I finished 
college — or when college was finished with me 
— in 1951, it was similarly trendy to want to 
become a writer. My friends and I were certain,  
in our hubris, innocence, and naïveté, that as 
soon as we had run with the bulls at Pamplona we 

all would be recognized as the next Hemingway. 
In 1951, our common fantasy was that artistic 
success, fame, riches, and - although we perhaps 
could not then talk of it openly, nubile women 

-  would attend us or attend to us, not if but 
when our first novel was published. 

We sat in cafés in Paris with The Sun Also Rises 
and What Is Existentialism? on the zinc table next 
to our empty notebooks. Most of us had no idea 
of what it actually meant to be a writer. The same 
fantasy exists today although the form is different. 
Substitute filmmaker for writer and the rest is the 
same. The arrival of relatively inexpensive, light, 
mobile cameras and digital editing programs 
makes it tantalizingly possible for this generation 
to think they can easily achieve fame, fortune, and 
public recognition as “artists.” The fantasy is the 
same, the equipment is different, and the result is 
equally hard to achieve. For Les to make his films, 

he had to have the technical competence, energy, 
drive, and ambition to harness his imagination to 
the hard, frequently boring, day-to-day work that is 
actually involved in making films in his unique way.

About 15 years ago, I was in Berkeley. I was 
about to go into a bookstore when I saw a tall, 
burly, bearded man standing in front of a table 
stacked with T-shirts and videocassettes. When I 
saw a T-shirt with the words “Gap-Toothed 
Women,” I knew that the vendor was the 
filmmaker Les Blank, whose work I so much 
admired. I went over, introduced myself, and 
asked him, “How’s business?” He said he was 
doing a brisk trade. My first thought was that 
maybe I could become his East Coast rep. Then I 
thought, why not strike out (if that is the right 
expression) for myself? Since then, each Saturday 
afternoon when the weather is good, I stand in 
front of the Coop in Harvard Square and sing and 
sell pencils. Thank you, Les. Your good example 
has helped me to continue to work. 

Les’s life as an independent filmmaker has been 
both intellectually and physically adventurous. 
His filmmaking has taken him to such exotic 
places as the Amazon, China, Louisiana, and 
California. Perhaps Les will tell you some of his 
adventures since his career is a good example of 
the rewards, adventures, surprises, fun, comedy, 
risks, and thrills of filmmaking. The fulfillment of 
a sense of anticipation and adventure is one of the 
principal reasons to be an independent filmmaker. 

I will give you one example. 
Twenty years ago I was making a documentary 

in the medical intensive care unit of a hospital in 
Boston. When a patient I was following for the 
film died, I needed to get permission to shoot in 
the morgue. I became friendly with the man 
responsible for the morgue, and he arranged on 
several occasions for me to film there. On the last 
day of shooting I went looking for him to thank 
him for his help. I found him in the hospital 
cafeteria and thanked him. We shook hands and 
he said to me, “See you soon.”

Les, congratulations. You have made 
distinguished, original films. Your imagination 
and vision are there for all to see. See you soon.

“For Les to make his films, he had to have the technical competence, energy, 
drive, and ambition to harness his imagination to the hard, frequently boring, 
day-to-day work that is actually involved in making films in his unique way.”

Landlines	stories	and	reflections
“what lingers in my mind the most was the end of saturday night, going into the total darkness of the 
pathways and seeing the faint ‘booths’ of light that surrounded the phones. It was magical to have the 
phone ring and be able to answer it. It was a mixture of both utter solitude and a sense of being profoundly 
connected to the world. art happens in solitude, but it is when it connects to the world that it finds its 
meaning and reason for being.”

—landlines volunteer Nori Odoi

Volunteers unspool and prep the miles of telephone cable that hung from the trees throughout MacDowell’s 450 acres.
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meDaliSt	
les	Blank
thank	you	very	much,	very		
resounding.	I’m	still	reeling	
over	the	idea	of	Fred	out	there	
selling	pencils,	not	to	mention	
his	closing	comment.  

 Anyway, I’m glad to be here, especially on 
the 100th anniversary. It’s interesting to look 
ahead and think about art being something 
that sticks around after we are departed from 
this happy place. And how long it sticks 
around is a good question … it’s something 
that has always interested me. It’s my idea, I 
hope, that these films do last a while.
 What got me started was I always thought  
I wanted to be a writer because I like to read,  
I like to see stories — Herman Melville and 
Joseph Conrad. So I took up my pencil and 
started writing, and I would send them off to 
Atlantic Monthly and Harper’s, and couldn’t 
understand why I kept getting these reject 
slips. I thought they were pretty good stories. 
But then after a while I got depressed over it 
all, and I went to college and thought well, if  
I can’t write at least I’ll get a job teaching 
writing or literature. I got as far as graduate 
school at Berkeley in the English department, 
and we were being trained how to do the 
rhyme schemes of Spencer or Milton, and it 
just didn’t excite me much so I dropped out.  
I thought well now I’ll just get a job at least, 
but no one would hire me — I had too much 
education or I couldn’t work up my enthu-
siasm when I was interviewing for a dull job. 

So I was unemployed, and I hit bottom real 
quick, and I went to a movie by Ingmar 
Bergman called The Seventh Seal when it first 
came to San Francisco. Here, I saw a man  
who was so much worse off than I was that I 
felt light and happy by comparison. And as I 
skipped out of the theater I thought, “God, 
this feels great! I think I’ll look into being a 
filmmaker!”
 I didn’t have a clue how to do that because 
I didn’t know there were film schools — there 
were actually two in L.A. and one in New York 
that I found out about — but no one ever 

talked about becoming a filmmaker … it was 
always a writer. 
 So I was on my way to Florida to actually 
join the naval flight program — and at least 
have a job — and on the way I met a professor 
named Robert Corrigan. He was in the theatre 
department; I’d had him as an undergraduate  

at Tulane. He and I got along, 
and he asked me what was I 
doing? And so I told him: 
“Well, I’ve been trying to be a 
filmmaker but I don’t know 
where to begin.” He said, 
“Well, we’re starting a brand-
new program in the theatre 
department offering a master’s 
of fine arts in playwriting. 
Maybe if you apply, you can 
get the job or fellowship, and 
you can work on actors for the 
stage, scripts for the stage, and 
then segue into film later.” So 
I took him up on that; I got 
the fellowship and then on his 

recommendation I got accepted to USC — in 
their film program and theatre program in Los 
Angeles. I took all of my courses in film and I 
got out, and I was ready to be the next Ingmar 
Bergman. It didn’t happen right away. 
 I would write these scripts … I even had an 
interview with Otto Preminger; he actually 
hired me. I had my foot in the door at 
Columbia Pictures; all I had to do was keep my 
mouth shut and read scripts for him, and plays 
and novels, and say, “I think this is a good one. 
Why don’t you try this one?” But I knew I had 
to convince Mr. Preminger that I was a film 
artist myself — I wanted him to read my script. 
So, he picked it up, looked at one page, put it 
down, and said: “Mr. Blank, it’s been real 
interesting knowing you, but having read how 
you think I don’t think we’ll ever be able to 
work it out. I wish you the best of luck with 
your career, though.” And so that was my 
short, happy life as a Hollywood film person.
 So then I started doing industrial films, 
films for chicken companies — I believe 
they’re showing one today, in the building 
over there, one of the short films. I learned 
how to tell stories about how chickens are 
grown and slaughtered and eaten … that didn’t 

“It’s interesting to look ahead and think about art being something that sticks 
around after we are departed from this happy place. ”

“one of the young artists working on the [Landlines] film was to go to Maine for a family 
vacation. she told her mother that she needed to be in the editing room with her team rather 
than at the cottage. when asked why it was so important, she impatiently exclaimed, ‘well, 
after all, it is my first film!’”

—Relayed by MacDowell board member David Baum

two fellows were reunited on medal Day after being in residence together in 1958: writer and 
board member Bill	Banks (left) and visual artist richard	mayhew.

on these pages: performance by puppeteer Kevin	Augustine; a phone in the dark, waiting to be answered;  
the luminous Landlines stage; and the MacDowell cakes waiting to be consumed. on the following page: a switchboard 
operator connecting calls; a young participant; cheryl young, executive director, answering a different call of duty.
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“I peered in there and made my way into this undergrowth, and pulled aside 
some vines, and there was this statue of an old man. Where there should be eyes 
he just had eyeballs, and at the bottom of the statue was the saying, ‘Life is short, 
art is long, the experience difficult.’ And I thought, hmmm … that’s a pretty 
catchy slogan.”

take long to master. And I did tools, and nuts 
and bolts, and the National Association of 
Cemeteries — we were trying to justify why it 
cost so much to die and be buried in a cemetery. 
And then I just got really upset again about my 
status in life.
 I was walking home from the unemployment 
office one day, with my check in my hand, back 
in the days when you had to go present yourself 
in front of them and show them you’re hale and 
hearty and looking for work. Walking along the 
Hollywood Walk of Fame, between the unem-
ployment office and my apartment, I would walk 
down Hollywood Boulevard and look at all these 
names engraved in the bronze plaques on the 
sidewalk, and I wondered, “Will I ever be here?” 
And my answer was, “Not any time soon, if 
things keep going like they are now.” 
 A couple of blocks beyond that, one block 
from my apartment — half a block from my 
apartment — I passed a corner where there was  
a big tree with blossoms on it. I’d always gone by 
this corner and had never really paid attention. 
But that day, I was trying to procrastinate getting 

home to face the reality of my situation. So I 
looked over at this corner, and I saw behind 
these branches something sort of white, like a 
sculpture, back there. I peered in there and made 
my way into this undergrowth, and pulled aside 
some vines, and there was this statue of an old 
man. Where there should be eyes he just had 
eyeballs, and at the bottom of the statue was the 
saying, “Life is short, art is long, the experience 

difficult.” And I thought, hmmm … that’s a 
pretty catchy slogan. 
 I couldn’t get it out of my head; ever after 
that, when I started doing my own independent 
films, I would work through the night and 

wonder, “What drives me? What am I doing?” 
And I kept saying this little slogan over and over: 
“Life is short, art is long.” And it applies today, 
and I hope the art that is created here will last a 
long time, and I hope this place will last a long 
time. Thanks a lot. 

State of New Hampshire
By His Excellency
John Lynch, Governor

A Commendation

THE MACDOWELL COLONY 100TH ANNIVERSARY

WHEREAS, The MacDowell Colony was founded [in] Peterborough and is celebrating its 100th anniversary in 2007; and

WHEREAS, The MacDowell Colony strives to cultivate the arts by providing talented and imaginative artists with an environment in which 
 to work and create; and

WHEREAS, The MacDowell Colony is host to more than 250 artists each year; and

WHEREAS, The MacDowell Colony is a dynamic community of many diverse artists including writers, composers, visual artists, 
photographers, printmakers, filmmakers, and architects; and

WHEREAS, The MacDowell Colony has inspired and nurtured the artistic careers of many of our nation’s finest artists including Aaron 
Copland, James Baldwin, Alice Walker, Thornton Wilder, and Leonard Bernstein; and

WHEREAS, The MacDowell Colony has contributed much to the arts by fulfilling its motto and “giving artists the freedom to create”;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, JOHN H. LYNCH, GOVERNOR of the State of New Hampshire, do hereby commend The MacDowell Colony 
on the occasion of its 100th anniversary this year.

Given in the Executive Council Chambers this 12th day of August in the year of Our Lord two thousand and seven, and the 
independence of the United States of America, two hundred and thirty-two.

John H. Lynch 
Governor
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Keith ackerley 
caitlin allard 
ollie allgood
randy avis
Maggie Babs
Jesse Baribault
lawrie Barr
ricardo Barreto
David Baum
lisa Bearce
David Belletete
nancy Belletete
Jessie Benthein
David Bernstein
Joseph Bernstein 
courtney Bethel 
Isabel  Bigelow
Betty Billipp 
claudia Bissett
Tom Bissett 
alex Bixby
peter Bixby
Judy Blake
Debra Blone
steven Bognar
George Bossarte
eleanor Briggs
regina Bringolf
Daniel Broussard
eleanor Broussard
Jemi Broussard 
rick Broussard 
leonard Bulliner
walter Burgin
Tony Burke
Tricia rose Burt 
alex cahoon 
lynne campbell 
Francelle carapetyan

cheryl carlson 
peter carlson 
luis castro
leonora champagne
Dave chicane
Tim clarke 
Kate cochran
Tom cochran 
Jess codman
Jennifer cohen
Martha Brownlee   
 collins
George colton
chris commander
Bob compton
lynn compton
chris cooke
christiane corcelle
Terry corey 
Bea corriveau 
Beth corwin
swift corwin
Mary cramb
Joanne Donoghue   
 Decenzo
edward del rosario
Bruce Dennis
chris Dickinson
caroline Doenmez
Tim Donovan
emily Drury
anastasia Dubrovina
anna Dubrovina
andrew Dunbar
lee Dunholter
soosen Dunholter
wendy Dwyer
caroline eichler
Martha eichler

rob eichler
Tory eichler
Kerby elliot
ruth ewing
lynette Fagnan 
lauren Faria
charles Farinella
Kathy Farinella 
Ian Farr-szep
Bernadette Fernandes
emily Fernandes
pam Finnel
Griffin Fletcher
Terra Fletcher
Mary ann Fogden
cathy Forest
ryan Fotter
Brian Francis
Felice Fullman
Mary Garland
Gerry Gartner
David Gilman
andrew Ginzel
Tom Gloudemans
John Goodhue
Betsy Gordon
Mike Gordon
Kaitlyn Gosnell
wendy Graves
Zach Green
Tim Groesbeck
sabrina Gschwandtner
Ginny Guidotti 
Dennis hahn 
alice hale
rachel halpert
Bruce hammund 
Tracey hansen 
richard hardy

Barbara harlow
Baxter harris
Dennis harrison
peter harrison
lin hart 
Gisele hebert 
sara heller
emilee henderson
annie henry
peter hewitt 
Jessica hill 
liam holding
rachel hollander
lisa howorth 
Devon hubner 
susie hunter
Martha hurst
Theresa Imhoff
catherine Ingraham 
John Irving 
Major Jackson
al Jenks 
Koren Jones
susan Jones 
lita Judge
sandhya Kale
sarah Kariko
Karen Keenan 
Matt Keenan
staci Keenan
Mary lou Kellner-  
 comez
laurel Kenworthy
John Kerrick
laura Keith King
Klondike
Diane Koller
Diane Kraichnan
Jack Kraichnan

Jason lambert
Jane lapainte
Bob lawson
Monica lehner
walter lenk
Tammy lenski
andrew longmire
colette lucas
Melanie MacDonald 
sara MacDonald 
David Macy
rowan Macy
Martie Majoros
caroline Mallonee
Kathy Manfre
Kim Mansfield
william Mason
wyatt Mason
Daniel Masse
eric Masterson
Keith Matthews
nick Matthews
Bruce Mcclellan
eden McDowell
abby McGurty
Tim McMahon
Jonathan McQuay
Katherine Min
Kenan Minkoff
Bridget Mooney
John Mooney 
Martha Moore 
rebecca Moore
chloe Morel
Brie Morrissey
Joanna eldredge   
 Morrissey
Jason Mortara
Jack Murphy

winthrop nelson
Jack norton
nori odoi
John ogden
Maude ogden
Julia older
Kyle oliver
Mary lou o’neil
nancy o'neill 
Dan ownbey 
Judy page
Kim paris 
anne pelletier 
catherine pendleton-  
 wheeler
elsbeth pendleton-  
 wheeler
John pennington
Michael pennington
nellson perry
walter petersen
Michael price
Tom putnam
henry putzel
David rakowski
suzanne read
ronnie record
Terry reeves
chris ricciotti 
Joseph rosbury 
Maude salinger
clyde sandford 
Kin schilling
evelyn schmitt
Gloria schultz
Joseph schultz
Montana schultz 
allan scotto  
chris sheldon

Ken sheldon
anna shiarella
Kiriko shirobayashi
Dan shows
ryan shows
pam shuel
skyler shuel
Zachary silverman
Jane simpson
Jody simpson
eli sobel
Martha southgate
Melissa stephenson
Keith stevens
craig stockwell
Gabriel stumpfol
lori stumpfol
Gavin sturges
Jeanne sturges
Max sturges 
winnifred sullivan 
annagreta swanson
Glen swanson
scott swanson
erin sweeney
emeric szep
John szep
Mary pat szep
ariel Temple
Blake Tewksbury
Daniel Thompson
sue Thorne
Fiona Tibbetts
annie Trowbridge
caroline Trowbridge
Jamie Trowbridge
laura Trowbridge
lila Trowbridge
william Trowbridge

paul Tuller
Katherine Turman
robert nella Valle
Ivy Vann
Katherine Vaz
Karissa Vincent
Kent Vincent
Kaley Virks
Brandon walsh
Mike webb
sage wheeler
roger williams
Marisa williamson
rosalys wilson
Dwight woods
Jacqueline woodson
Bill Zavatsky
John Zavgren 
Maggie Zavgren
sadie rose Zavgren
arianna Zrzavy
helfried Zrzavy
Mara Zrzavy
Michael Zrzavy
phyllis Zrzavy

[as of July 15, 2007]

A	sPeCIAl	thAnK	you	to	the	mAny	volunteers	Who	helPed	
mAKe	thIs	WeeKend	CeleBrAtIon	so	extrAordInAry…		

thAnK	you	to	our	2007	neW	hAmPshIre	CentennIAl	CeleBrAtIon	And	medAl	dAy	
BusIness	sPonsors	…

Corporate	Partner:  lincoln financial foundation

Landlines	sponsor:	 Verizon

additional support for Landlines was provided by an anonymous donor, the Panjandrum foundation, and Public Service of New 
hampshire. the Landlines documentary film was funded by the Putnam foundation.  

lead	Contributor:  riverStone resources llC

lead	sponsor:  kingsbury Corporation

Benefactors:  markem Corporation; melanson heath & Company, PC; Northeast Delta Dental  

Patrons:  a. W. Peters, inc.; bellows-Nichols agency, inc.; Concord Street health institute, llC; franklin Pierce University / 
michael and karen bell; monadnock Paper mills, inc.; o’Neil Pennoyer architects; orr & reno, P.a.; the Petersons, inc.; the 
Segal Company 

supporters:	 aesop’s tables & events; Jack Daniels motor inn; James thomas Salon; lake Sunapee bank fsb; the New 
hampshire Philharmonic; Public Service of New hampshire; Sterling business Print and mail; timkeN; Yankee Publishing, inc.  

Friend:  h.m. Wetherbee real estate; the keene Sentinel; the lakes gallery at Chi-lin; holly macy of boughs of holly; 
rivermead; Sim’s Press, inc.; Sterling Design & Communications; three maples bed and breakfast


